Step One Complete..... Now What? Dear Ernie.

By Anna Von Reitz

I keep getting questions from people who have sent back their endorsed Birth Certificates to the Secretary of the Treasury and their Form 56 and instructions, etc., and they are asking me---- now what?

Step Two:  You have to do the expatriation and the revocation of Voter Registration, too.

This is a double-whammy trap they have created---- both Municipal "citizenship" and Territorial "Citizenship" have to be renounced.

Returning the BC to the Secretary of the Treasury "surrenders" the "criminal" PERSON back whence "he" came and cashiers the MUNICIPAL "citizen"---- now you still have to deal with the Territorial Citizen---- the presumed Foreign Situs Trust operating under your Upper and Lower Case name.

Your name in the form "John Michael Doe" is a Trade Name when domiciled on the land, and a Foreign Situs Trust when domiciled on the sea.  You have assumed all your life that you are acting on the land and are a landsman, but thanks to the surreptitious corruption and falsification of the public records which your Mother unknowingly signed at the hospital, you have been mis-identified as a orphaned, fatherless child donated to the "State of........." organization, which is a foreign corporation operating in the international jurisdiction of the sea.

It is that fundamental "misunderstanding" that you now need to address.

I posted a good example of an Act of Expatriation on my website yesterday.  It's better than most of the examples you can find because it is simple, direct, and takes care of the issues of both domicile and political allegiance.  Most Acts of Expatriation simply declare what you are not and leave the rest hanging.  This one declares both the permanent domicile of your names (that is, your "vessels" in trade) and your allegiance to the land and soil of your actual birth state.  You will find it at the bottom of the list.  Look for "Improved Act of Expatriation".

You also have to get rid of any "Voter Registration".  You do this by notifying the State of State Voter Registration Office and having your name removed.  Once you realize that what they are doing is operating a foreign corporation on your soil and are offering you "enfranchisement" ---- as in Dairy Queen franchise --- and voting rights in exchange for your natural right to elect your own public officials and
conduct your own government and live under your own law, you should have absolutely no regret about no longer being a "voter" and no longer participating in their private, foreign corporate elections.

That completes the rebuttal of both forms of federal citizenship--- both MUNICIPAL and Territorial. If you use my Act of Expatriation, it also clears up the matter of your actual permanent domicile being on the land of your native state of the Union and makes your allegiance to that state clear.

Having completed Step One and Step Two (which has two parts-- the recorded Act of Expatriation and the revocation of Voter Registration) you are back on the land of the state where you were born, a free American.

Step Three is to "retire" from any presumption of federal employment. Notify the private "Social Security Administration" that you have retired from all federal employment and have returned to your native birthright political status. If they have any objections or claims give them five (5) business days to reply and tell them that if you do not hear from them in that time you will accept their agreement that all insurances, services, and benefits of the Social Security program are due and owing to you regardless of political affiliation or lack thereof and that you are free to receive your pension and other program services without prejudice, presumption or claim otherwise.

As part of Step Three you are free to revoke your election to pay federal income taxes, so long as you are not actually a federal civilian or military employee or dependent, political asylum seeker or otherwise prohibited from relinquishing this particular duty. If you work for the corporation, you have to do what the corporation says. The corporation has the right to dock your pay, if you agree to it, as a condition of employment---- if they call this a "tax" it is in the euphemistic sense, because they are not actually a government, but a governmental services corporation. They can also "tax" that part of your retirement pension that comes from actual federal employment.

Most Americans have (a) never worked in any capacity for the federal government in their lives or (b) have spent a couple years in the military, which upon retirement accounts for such a tiny part of their pension that it is far, far below the amount of the standard deduction and can be totally discounted as taxable pension "income". You have instead been misidentified as an unpaid "volunteer" warrant officer in the Merchant Marine Service, known as a "Withholding Agent" and you have contributed to the confusion by agreeing --- under penalty of perjury no less -- that you are a "Withholding Agent".

Now that you know that you are not a voluntary warrant officer in the Merchant Marines, you can admit the "mistake" and revoke your election to pay federal income taxes.

Driver Licenses? We all know that if you don't have a DL you are subjected to endless harassment and there is also a possible presumption that you are not a "safe" driver, etc., so, what to do? Place a label stating "Retired. Not for Hire." on the back of the license or write the same in permanent marker on the back of the license. This gives any arresting officer proper notice of your status.
If he gives you a ticket anyway, sign it with your Trade Name, using the word "by" to create a "by-line" for your version of "John Henry Doe", and add the words "Without Prejudice" or "All rights reserved" as part of your signature. He will give you a copy of the ticket, not the wet-ink original. Return the copy to the Clerk indicated on the ticket within 3 days, and simply ask them to send you the original ticket--- there must have been a mistake, because you were only given a copy and you can't pay based on a copy.

The problem for them is that they have already cashed in the original wet-ink copy of the ticket and been paid. Their additional effort to charge you a second time is just plain old double-dipping. So do your public duty and help put an end to corruption of the police forces.

You can buy "forever" tags for your car. These "Z tags" are a one time charge and they place your car in a private category amounting to a recording of foreign property. This is not ideal, but it beats being harassed by ignorant hyped-up patrolmen.

Passports? Same thing. It doesn't really matter what they say, it matters what you say and do. Every Passport has a signature line confirming your identity, etc., so, again, write "Retired" and "by:" and add your disclaimers--- without prejudice, all rights reserved, UCC 1-308 to your signature. You aren't a federal citizen and aren't a federal employee. You are traveling under one of their passports because of their incompetence, so make it clear that you have "retired" from any such presumption and let the public record you have established and the Treasury Department take over from there.

We have discovered that all court cases---- all court cases----- are decided based purely and simply on the public records. Nothing else. If you are a Municipal citizen operating under an account name like JOHN MICHAEL DOE, you are guilty by definition and all that goes on from there is a discussion about how much you owe and how long you will be in jail.

If you are a Territorial Citizen operating under the name of a Foreign Situs Trust, the situation is a little different, but not much. If you haven't taken steps to correct the false public record, your name will show up in the same status as a Puerto Rican visiting America and you will still be under the federal classification, obligated to pay federal income taxes, presumed to be operating in commerce not trade, etc.

You have been "subjected" without your knowing consent and it is up to you to object to this and the enslavement and false presumptions that go with it. You must place the corrected records and deeds and other information into the public record to rebut all these falsified claims.

This includes Steps 1, 2, and 3.

You also need to waive all "benefit" of limited liability provided by the governmental services corporation to its employees and either post a private registered indemnity bond with the Treasury Department or place your "vessels"---that is, all your names and accounts and deeds--- under the protection of the indemnity bond established for the actual state where you were born:  AMRI00001  RA393427640US - Missouri for example.
When that happens, those responsible for operating this "System" against you don't have the means to oppose you or claim any jurisdiction over you or your property. You come "home" to the actual states of the Union and assume your lawful standing as an American state national---- and also inherit the responsibility of operating your own local and state government.

Work on Steps One, Two, and Three. Read the information contained here until it begins to make sense and then read it again. And again. And again. It will slowly begin to take shape in your mind and you will grasp the monstrous nature of the fraud that has been committed against you by people who were supposed to be here providing you and your states with "essential governmental services".

Get yourselves free and then get to work restoring your fifty nation states, one county at a time.
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